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Effective Knowledge Transfer in Multinational CorporationsPalgrave Macmillan, 2005
Those who have really enabled this research – and will, I hope, also benefit from its outcome at one point or other – are the managers who participated in the study. I hope my lengthy questionnaire and my numerous follow-up calls have not discouraged them to support further empirical studies. Special thanks go to my advisers, Professors...
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CCA Citrix Metaframe: Citrix Metaframe XP 1.0 AdministrationSybex, 2002
Here's the book you need to prepare for exam 220, Citrix MetaFrame XP 1.0 for Windows Administration. This study guide provides:
In-depth coverage of every exam objective Practical information on administering MetaFrame XP 1.0 for Windows Hundreds of challenging review questions, in the book and on the CD Leading-edge exam preparation software,...
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Spring in ActionManning Publications, 2005
Written for enterprise Java developers who have become disillusioned with the complexity and bulk involved with EJB development, this programming tool demonstrates how the Spring framework can make coupled code easy to manage, understand, reuse, and unit-test. Spring's employment of inversion control and aspect-oriented programming techniques...
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Voice and Speech Quality Perception: Assessment and Evaluation (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2005
Foundations of Voice and Speech Quality Perception starts out with the fundamental question of: "How do listeners perceive voice and speech quality and how can these processes be modeled?" Any quantitative answers require measurements. This is natural for physical quantities but harder to imagine for perceptual measurands. This book...
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Space Division Multiple Access for Wireless Local Area Networks (Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2001
The tendency towards more mobility and flexibility favors  wireless networks for future broadband services, especially in local  area and residential networks. Two major challenges in developing such  high data-rate wireless networks are the channel distortion caused by  multipath propagation and the limitations on bandwidth usage. In this  book,...
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An Introduction to Testing Web Applications with twill and SeleniumO'Reilly, 2007
This Short Cut is an introduction to building automated web tests using two tools, twill and Selenium. twill is a simple web scripting language that can be used to automate web tests, while Selenium is a web testing framework that runs in any browser and can be used to test complex web sites that make extensive use of...
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Mike Meyers' A+ Guide: PC Technician (Exams 220-602, 220-603 & 220-604)McGraw-Hill, 2007
Essential Skills for a Successful IT Career
Mike Meyers, the leading authority on CompTIA A+ training and certification, has helped hundreds of thousands of people master the skills covered on the CompTIA A+ exams--and now he can help you, too. Completely updated for the new CompTIA A+ standards, Mike Meyers' CompTIA...
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X Power ToolsO'Reilly, 2008
This book puts you in charge of the most flexible and adaptable graphical interface in the computer industry. The X Window System underlies graphical desktops on Linux and Unix systems, and supports advanced features of modern graphics cards. More people use the X Window System than ever before, but there are few books about X in print. X Power...
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M-Learning: Mobile E-LearningHRD Press, 2006
Imagine yourself stuck in a busy airport chock full of business commuters, watching delay after delay post to the digital screen that announces incoming and departing flights. You have your e-ticket confirmation in one hand and a handheld device in the other. Rather than allowing your time to be completely wasted by circumstances beyond your...
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MCSE Windows 2000 Active Directory Services Infrastructure Exam Cram 2 (Exam 70-217)Que, 2003
MCSE Windows 2000 Active Directory Services Infrastructure Exam Cram 2 (Exam 70-217) is the perfect study guide to help you pass one of the four core exams in Microsoft's Windows 2000 certification program. This certification exam measures the ability to install, configure, and troubleshoot the Windows 2000 Active Directory components, DNS for...
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The Mac Hacker's HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
As more and more vulnerabilities are found in the Mac OS X (Leopard) operating system, security researchers are realizing the importance of developing proof-of-concept exploits for those vulnerabilities. This unique tome is the first book to uncover the flaws in the Mac OS X operating system—and how to deal with them. Written by two white hat...
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Operating Systems In Depth: Design and ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The goal of this book is to bring together and explain current practice in operating systems.
	This includes much of what is traditionally covered in operating-system textbooks: concurrency,
	scheduling, linking and loading, storage management (both real and virtual), fi le systems,
	and security. However, I also cover issues that come up...
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